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Grooming in Unidiretional Rings: K4 � e DesignsJean-Claude BermondMasotte Projet, I3S-CNRSINRIA, Universit�e de Nie-Sophia AntipolisB.P. 93, F-06902 Sophia-Antipolis CedexFRANCECharles J. ColbournComputer Siene and EngineeringArizona State UniversityPO Box 875406Tempe, AZ 85287-5406U.S.A.
Alan C.H. LingComputer SieneUniversity of VermontBurlington, VT 05405U.S.A.Min-Li YuMathematis and StatistisUniversity College of the Fraser ValleyAbbotsford, BCCANADA V2S 4N2AbstratIn wavelength division multiplexing for unidiretional rings, traÆ grooming is usedto pak low rate signals into higher rate streams to share a wavelength. The groom-ing hosen determines the number of add-drop multiplexers used for the optial-to-eletroni onversion. The determination of groomings to use the fewest multiplexersis equivalent to a graph design problem, whih has been solved when up to four signalsan be paked into a stream. We ompletely settle the ase here when �ve signals pakinto one stream, using old and new results on (K4 � e)-designs.1 IntrodutionTraÆ grooming is the proess of paking low rate signals into higher rate streams whihshare a wavelength. In optial networks, partiularly in SONET ring networks, groominghas reeived muh attention; surveys are given in [5, 10, 16, 17℄. The setting is a wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) network; eah wavelength is an optial ommuniation medium1



whih onnets all nodes in a irle, and may be unidiretional or bidiretional. An add-dropmultiplexer (ADM) is required on eah wavelength at eah node at whih traÆ is added ordropped. In general, there are two main goals, given a set of traÆ requirements betweennodes. The �rst is to minimize the number of wavelengths employed, while the seond is tominimize the total number of ADMs (the drop ost). As we shall see, these goals an be inonit.A ase of substantial interest (see [2, 3℄ and referenes therein) arises with symmetriuniform traÆ requirements on a unidiretional ring. In this senario, for every soure nodei and every target node j, the traÆ requirement is for the �xed fration 1C of a wavelength.The quantity C is the grooming ratio, beause we an \groom" C irles onto the samewavelength. A similar problem arises for bidiretional rings [7, 9℄, but we fous on theunidiretional ase here.Bermond and Coudert [2℄ establish that minimizing drop ost of a grooming on n nodeswith grooming ratio C an be expressed as an optimization problem on graphs, as follows.Partition the edges of Kn into subgraphs G1; : : : ; Gw so that eah Gi ontains at most Cedges, and the sum of the numbers of verties of nonzero degree in the fGig is minimized.Suh a partition of Kn is a C-grooming; see also [13℄. As with the work of Wan [19℄ (seealso [7, 9℄) for bidiretional rings, this reasts the problem for unidiretional rings as a graphdeomposition problem.When C = 1, eah lass forms a single edge and no savings in drop ost is possible.When C = 2, lasses ontain at most two edges, sine the line graph of Kn is eulerian, bytaking edges orresponding to onseutive verties on an eulerian yle yields a drop ost ofd3n(n�1)4 e. Bermond and Ceroi [1℄ settled the ase when C = 3. When C = 4, the problemis somewhat easier again (see [3, 15℄) and the drop ost is �n2� exept when n 2 f2; 4g, inwhih ase it is one larger.In eah of these ases, the minimum drop ost is realized by a grooming in whih thenumber of wavelengths is minimum. This does not our in general. To see this, we usea simple eonomi model. Imagine that we an purhase graphs on at most C edges. Theprie we pay for a graph is the number of verties of nonzero degree in the graph; thisis preisely the number of ADMs required for this wavelength. We must \purhase" alledges of a omplete graph among the graphs hosen, at the lowest possible total ost. Inthis ontext, it is natural to alulate the ost per edge obtained, whih is the ratio of thenumber of verties to the number of edges in the graphs hosen. The smallest ratio for asmall number m of edges are 2 for m = 1, 32 for m = 2, 1 for m = 3, 1 for m = 4, 45 form = 5, 23 for m = 6, and 57 for m = 7. Sine the ratio for C = 6 is lower than that for C = 7,we prefer to take graphs in the partition with six edges rather than seven. As a result, itis possible for the minimum drop ost to be realized only by groomings with more than theminimum number of wavelengths (in fat, a K4-design on 13 points has 13 graphs and dropost 52; yet only 12 wavelengths are needed, but the lowest drop ost is 54). Indeed supposethat for some integer k, we have that �k2� < C � bk22 . Then the best C-grooming in termsof drop ost is atually a �k2�-grooming for some values of n, in partiular when a balanedinomplete blok design of order n, blok size k, and index one exists (see [6℄ for existeneresults on these).The ratios alulated determine the drop ost only if we an indeed partition Kn into2



opies of the relevant graphs. So, although the ratios provide a lower bound, it remains anopen question whether this phenomenon ours for any C < 7, or for any C not satisfying�k2� < C � bk22 . For C � 4, we have seen that lowest drop ost is realized among groomingswith the fewest frequenies (see [1℄). Our main objetive here is to establish that the sameholds true for C = 5; indeed we prove:Theorem 1.1 [Main Theorem℄ The minimum drop ost for a 5-grooming of Kn is
4 � b15�n2� +8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

0 if n � 0; 1 (mod 5) and n 6= 51 if n = 52 if n � 2; 4 (mod 5) and n 6= 73 if n = 73 if n � 3 (mod 5) and n 6= 84 if n = 8:and this drop ost is realized by a 5-grooming using the minimum number dn(n�1)10 e of wave-lengths.We shall see that this meets the elementary lower bound exept when n 2 f5; 7; 8g.2 Lower BoundsGiven any 5-grooming, we �rst determine the struture under the single assumption that thedrop ost is minimum. In a putative 5-grooming, let ai be the number of lasses ontainingi edges, for i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5. We establish some inequalities on i subjet to the onstraintsthat P5i=1 i � ai = �n2�, and that 2a1 + 3a2 + 3a3 + 4a4 + 4a5 is minimized, where eah aiis a nonnegative integer. Considering suh seletions of (a1; a2; a3; a4; a5) whih realize theminimum does not, of ourse, guarantee that there is suh a 5-grooming, but it tells us whatis possible in theory as the minimum.We tabulate some ases here in whih the weighted sum is not minimum, showing aseletion leading to a lower value:a1 � 2 (a1 � 2; a2 + 1; a3; a4; a5)a2 � 2 (a1; a2 � 2; a3; a4 + 1; a5)a3 � 3 (a1; a2; a3 � 3; a4 + 1; a5 + 1)a4 � 2 (a1; a2; a3 + 1; a4 � 2; a5 + 1)(a1; a2) = (1; 1) (a1 � 1; a2 � 1; a3 + 1; a4; a5)(a1; a3) = (1; 2) (a1 � 1; a2 + 1; a3 � 2; a4; a5 + 1)(a1; a4) = (1; 1) (a1 � 1; a2; a3; a4 � 1; a5 + 1)a2 = 1, a3 � 1 (a1; a2 � 1; a3 � 1; a4; a5 + 1)(a2; a4) = (1; 1) (a1 + 1; a2 � 1; a3; a4 � 1; a5 + 1)(a3; a4) = (2; 1) (a1; a2; a3 � 2; a4 � 1; a5 + 2)In plain terms, this states that at most one of a1, a2, or a4 is nonzero, and if so then it isone. In the �rst and third ases, a3 may then be 0 or 1; in the seond, it must be zero. Now3



observing that �n2� is always 0; 1; 3 (mod 5), we �nd that (a1; a2; a3; a4) is one of (0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0), (0,0,1,0), or (0,0,2,0).Now it is easily seen that if this minimum an be ahieved, it an be done (indeed, mustbe done) with the fewest wavelengths possible. Hene our goal is to partition Kn, or Knminus an edge, a triangle, or two triangles, into opies of K4 � e. We pursue this in theremainder of the paper.3 Graph Designs and ConstrutionsLet G and H be (�nite, simple, undireted) graphs. A G-deomposition of H is a partitionof the edges of H into lasses so that the edges within eah lass form a graph isomorphito G. When H is a omplete graph of order n, the graphs in a G-deomposition of H forma G-design of order n (and index one, sine eah edge of H appears in exatly one of thegraphs hosen). A Kk-design of order n is a Steiner system S(2; k; n).We shall be interested not only in taking H to be omplete, but also taking H to be\nearly" omplete. To this end, de�ne a omplete multipartite graph to be of type gu11 � � �gussif it has exatly Psi=1 ui lasses in the multipartition, and there are ui parts of size gi fori = 1; : : : ; s. A G-deomposition of the omplete multipartite graph of type gu11 � � �guss istermed a G-group divisible design of type gu11 � � � guss , and is often alled a G-GDD for short.The speial ase when a G-GDD has type 1rh1 is an inomplete G-design of order r+h witha hole of size h; in graph-theoreti vernaular this is a partition of the edges of Kr+h �Khinto opies of G.In view of the appliation to grooming, we are primarily onerned in this paper withthe ase that G = K4 � e, the unique graph on four verties and �ve edges. We reall someexistene results:Lemma 3.1 [4℄ There exists a (K4 � e)-design of order n if and only if n � 0; 1 (mod 5)and n 6= 5.Lemma 3.2 [8℄ There exists a (K4 � e)-GDD of type gu if and only if u � 3, g2�u2� � 0(mod 5) (equivalently, g � 0 (mod 5) or u � 0; 1 (mod 5)), and (g; u) 6= (1; 5).We prove another simple lemma.Lemma 3.3 Let n � 1. Then there is a (K4 � e)-GDD of type n2(2n)1.Proof: Let L be a latin square of side n. The GDD to be formed has 4n elements, fr1; : : : ; rng,f1; : : : ; ng, and fs1i; : : : ; sni : i 2 f0; 1gg. When L(i; j) = k, form the K4 � e ontainingedges fri; jg, fri; sk0g, fri; sk1g, fj; sk0g, and fj; sk1g. This forms n2 (K4 � e)s whih areedge disjoint, and hene forms the required GDD. �Now we give the main onstrution.Theorem 3.4 Let n be a positive integer, n 62 f5; 7; 8; 9g, and write n = 5t+h for 0 � h � 4.Then there exists a partition of Kn�Kh into opies of K4� e (i.e., an inomplete (K4� e)-design of order n with a hole of size h). 4



n = 4abd d n = 5abd fae, be, e, de, dg n = 6feba bad def n = 7abfg dfg eab efg fa, b, egn = 8hfa aeg gebd bdfh [abd℄ [efgh℄ n = 9agfe gbd ida hef habd bife def ghin = 12fbk lahb gfja gbeh kiab dgk kejh fdhl djba eal hij ligj eidf kln = 13lhbd egj idh hgmf fbm lag aekh iefl fjla ibgk kdgf bdaj mija medb jkhklm n = 17gleh hiob fklh qlib hemj mgkq aknb oagq mipd pgj fia odje nhq kije omblpaeh ngdi okp fnmo dpbf lda ebn qfej nlpj bgfj dqhk amj pqn = 18kdmo gnik rkih ojm dgrp mrn frle lkq fjdn pejn jqik mifh jbra ide mlpekeba jglh hedo ahp nhlq bfqh dbln qgeo fago bgm fpk pbio aqdm ilao nraopqr n = 22dqBi Blgm maoh kAd fqoA spfr inmo eotp alj hBji egqi ratB bip smtA pqamedfs solh fbth gApo Areh jem fklm litA Bpnt bnjA asig kipr rdmg gth ronfjri lhpd bmeg lrqb Bsf sqnb kjsg jtqA nelh bokB jdop qhk tndk dabA ekaBfnga AB n = 23pajm fdme kAjl jfgB Ahpe Bepq saCn shiq sed Aimq oaeg sblf bqak dpbl CjntBd lfan mkCt jhdo iBag ops ikeo mBlh tnhq bnij tCep jsrm jlqe rdka irpobCt skBg tglr Cidl Atsa tifj qmr bmge qofd hgl gqCp orAl onmB Adgn kahkpfn nerg brBh Cfhr Abf ABC n = 27AGil FqA ngiq nalb amjF ojfE eimb pie Brta Apom jqkG kab Dtpi Coar asGpthjE Cslg lrdE Fdpb Bqmp aqef oehs Ebpq gkmo djn smfb DGg gAEB Fftn sirFpghf daAD toqb Bne dmCo dkie rGgb hCBF loi sdqE ljBp Emn gtda bAhC CGepBfib fhdG jFDr jgeb aihE Cijq klfh Fleg skDB nGok nDCA DEef GBdE Ctf lDqbEkFC oBDF nsth rfAe sAj tAke tmGl rpnk mDhr rhq FGn = 28seq aeAj AgB Bsth Fbsn jfsh FaEq HEsB bpla lfGF hqnm jFAp oBjD hgDF kFfeHCm Hfbp ogls pqgB itGb etph mGdn gCdf jEGC GqkD ohdp ahrH rmfk aGsg qdHfjgmi iHm AEqo diBe afBD GAbp tkjA GBo Hgkt Canl kiha ADHd hCAG gEne jqDCFio CrDs Elhk elBn moab bhE rbBg iEfp nDps rdEp jHlr ilqD mlAs fnAt FmBDrnl Cqbt bDek ksdp tEDm reGF kBCn noHi adt oefk rotq iArs jdbn dtFl pCmFGH Table 1: Solutions for Smaller Values of n5



n = 14, inompletegiad lhf ijkf befi bgmn egjl nhie aljn emad klbd kahf kge mnkf jhbm hfdgiml jnd n = 19, inompletemfkn nrs qfh rbmf gpnr mlg jqms qipr ebqs nkej dljh qgko igad kib jiefbplo jgbh nhib msih rahk dnqo ojra skdl efgh emoa erdl aspf pej alqn dpmfhkpo olfi sog n = 24, inompletesait emt iwfh sflk vwmg egsx wdsk ioem niu xavk mqlx dipl towr erkd hqgrtvnd elvj bgor xjtw nefh htpb uprv xufd gtf bivj usom wlu nsrq xps uhljohxa lpno dnjo rxil svhj vrq arjw euab jpgf pqak mdgh hkf ovfk qtui joqlktb mfra agnl kgui ewpq mknj bnwx bpms fqdbn = 29, inompletetCr kyaA shCB Alh fBag ejik ljwC sjtv bmxk qugh Bizd wnCi otpv fbtu ogjafkxn bzwC hoxd oqzn aenq loyr gbpr mrvd hzg ampC zAmn wfdA eyuv xCup jAxaqdtx pysi sefz qrkj jduz nsur lqpB dnyp iuaA mtyu wuor Bmjn lsdi ivfx Agdtrie mose fzpr bqyi vpwu talz CvqA jpn vkdz lukz ksg sAbq Bxwt thin gimCfmlh oBbA eCdB Aper fyCj axsr Bvu elxg twek gnvxyxz kphB foq blnv havw bhje wmq wgys ryhB okCiTable 2: Inomplete (K4 � e)-designsProof: Lemma 3.1 handles ases when n � 0; 1 (mod 5), n 6= 5. In Table 1 (see also [12, 14℄for examples), pakings are given for all values of n less than 30 when n � 2; 3 (mod 5), and also when n 2 f4; 5; 6; 9g, writing abd for the graph ontaining edges ab, a, ad,b, bd. In eah ase exept for n 2 f5; 7; 8; 9g, what is shown is a olletion of b�n2�=5edge-disjoint opies of K4 � e, and one K2, or K3 to aount for the remaining 1 or 3 edges(when elements ab are listed, it is a K2; ab denotes a K3). Taking the verties of the smallomplete graph as the hole yields the required solution in these ases exept when n � 4(mod 5), whih omit a K4. Table 2 presents solutions for n 2 f14; 19; 24; 29g, in eah asehaving a hole on the four symbols a,b,,d. The \missing" K4 an be partitioned into aK4 � e and a K2 to omplete the partition (see Table 1).We prove the theorem indutively. When n � 30, write n = 10s+ 5m+ h with 2 � s �m � 2s and 0 � h � 4. Form a TD(3; s) (equivalently, a latin square of side s, or a K3-GDDof type s3). Replae points in two of the groups by �ve points eah, and in the third groupby either �ve or ten points. Sine (K4� e)-GDDs of type 53 and 52101 exist by Lemmas 3.2and 3.3, we obtain a (K4 � e)-GDD of type (5s)2(5m)1 whenever 2 � s � m � 2s. Nowadjoin h new verties, and �ll in groups using inomplete (K4 � e)-designs of orders 5m+ hand 5s+ h, eah with a hole of size h to be aligned on the h new verties. �Theorem 3.4 establishes that Kn an, exept when n 2 f5; 7; 8; 9g, be deomposed intod�n2�=5e subgraphs, of whih b�n2�=5 are opies of K4 � e. When n � 2; 3; 4 (mod 5), theremaining subgraph is a K2 or a K3. Table 1 gives deompositions of K5, K7, K8, and K9as follows. K5 is deomposed into K4 � e and a star plus an edge. K7 is deomposed intothree (K4 � e)s, one K3 and a 3-star. K8 is deomposed into four opies of K4 � e and two4-yles. K9 is deomposed into three opies of K4 � e and two opies of K3; in this ase,6



unlike the previous three, the drop ost does reah the theoretial minimum. To ompletethe disussion, it must be established that no 5-groomings exist with drop ost 8 for n = 5,18 for n = 7, or 23 for n = 8; this veri�ation is straightforward but overly tedious. Thenthe examples in Table 1 provide the best results, namely drop ost 9 for n = 5, 19 for n = 7,and 24 for n = 8.We therefore obtain the Main Theorem, Theorem 1.1.4 A Hilllimbing MethodIt must be admitted that Theorem 3.4 is not diÆult to obtain, and that absent an appli-ation it would not be of terribly muh interest. However, it does have an appliation togrooming. In fat, for all k � 1, it is not diÆult to establish that K6k+4 �K4k+2 admits apartition into opies of K4 � e, and hene the solutions for n 2 f22; 28g in Table 1 are notneeded. Nevertheless, in the proess of proving the main theorem, we required a number ofsmall examples, and devised an interesting heuristi method to �nd them. We report on thismethod here.Consider Kn. Compute s = b�n2�=5. This is the required number of K4 � e subgraphsin a deomposition of Kn (with 0, 1, or 3 edges remaining). So plae at random a olletionof s opies of K4 � e on n points. This fails in general to be a deomposition beause someedges appear in more than one K4 � e. How \bad" is it? Let us determine, for eah edgeof the Kn that appears in a K4 � e, the exess number of times it appears in a K4 � e, bysetting the exess to be one less than the number of subgraphs in whih it appears. This isextended to all edges by assigning those in no K4 � e an exess of zero. The defet of theolletion is then the sum, over all edges of Kn, of the exess.Now if the defet is 0, the olletion is a deomposition; so the goal is to �nd simpletransformations whih redue the defet. Atually, we settle for less { we onsider transfor-mations whih do not inrease the defet. We selet at random some edge b. If b appearsin at least one opy of K4 � e, hoose F to be one of the (K4 � e)s in the olletion whihontains b. On the four points of F , there is exatly one opy of K4 � e, F 0, whih does notontain b. However, F 0 ontains one edge, a, not ontained in F . If replaing F by F 0 doesnot inrease the defet (that is, if b has positive exess, or a appears in no K4�e, prior to thetransformation) then replaement of F by F 0 in the olletion is an e�etive transformation.In general, this alone annot produe edge-disjoint (K4 � e)s beause it never hangesthe points underlying the graphs; indeed if two (K4 � e)s share three or more verties, theyannot be made disjoint. So we de�ne another transformation as follows. Let F be one ofthe graphs, and let v be a vertex of degree two having neighbours x and y. Selet at randoma vertex w not appearing in F , and let F 0 be the graph obtained from F by replaing v by w.This transformation is e�etive if the exess of fv; xg plus the exess of fv; yg is no smallerthan the number of appearanes of fw; xg plus the number of appearanes of fw; yg, priorto the transformation. This seond transformation allows the set of verties in one subgraphto hange by replaement of a single vertex.It is not lear a priori that these two transformations suÆe to produe (K4� e)-designs.However, we proeeded by seleting at random an edge, hoosing a K4 � e ontaining thisedge, and arrying out one of the two transformations if and only if it is e�etive. Our7



omputational experiene with this method is very enouraging. Starting with random setsof the appropriate number of K4�e graphs on 25 verties, we found (K4�e) designs in as fewas 900 transformations, and rarely enountered the need for more than 25000. Nevertheless,the method is heuristi, and an yle inde�nitely. For this reason, we plaed a limit onthe number of transformations of 100000, and restarted with a new random olletion if thisiteration limit was exeeded.The edge-disjoint (K4 � e)s in Table 1 are some of those produed by this hilllimbingmethod. We made a very simple adjustment to the method, by permitting the spei�ationof ertain edges not to appear in any K4 � e. This is handled by de�ning exess for suhedges to be the number of appearanes (hene exess zero orresponds to no appearane).By speifying edges of a Kh not to appear, the method then onstruts inomplete (K4� e)-designs; examples with h = 4 appear in Table 2.Hilllimbing tehniques have been remarkably e�etive in a number of problems [11℄. Theone presented here di�ers from the one for Steiner triple systems [18℄. In that ase, triplesare hanged to permit the addition of a new triple; here we start with the orret numberof K4 � e graphs, and employ hill-limbing to make them more and more edge-disjoint.AknowledgmentsResearh of the �rst author was supported by the European projet CRESCCO. Researhof the seond and third authors is supported by the Army Researh OÆe under ARO grantDAAD19-01-1-0406. The fourth author thanks CNRS-INRIA-UNSA for the support andhospitality of the MASCOTTE projet where some of the researh was done during his visit.All authors thank the two referees for their helpful omments.Referenes[1℄ J.-C. Bermond and S. Ceroi, Minimizing SONET ADMs in unidiretional WDM ringswith grooming ratio 3, Networks 41 (2003), 83-86.[2℄ J.-C. Bermond and D. Coudert, TraÆ grooming in unidiretional WDM ring networksusing design theory, in Proeedings of ICC 2003, 11-15 May, proeedings to appear.[3℄ J.-C. Bermond, D. Coudert, and X. Munoz, TraÆ grooming in unidiretional WDMring networks: the all-to-all unitary ase, Pro. ONDM03, Seventh IFIP WorkshopOptial Network Design and Modelling, Budapest, February 2003, pp. 1135-1153.[4℄ J.C. Bermond and J. Sh�onheim, G-deomposition of Kn, where G has four verties orless, Disrete Math. 19 (1977), 113-120.[5℄ A.L. Chiu and E.H. Modiano, TraÆ grooming algorithms for reduing eletroni mul-tiplexing osts in WDM ring networks, IEEE/OSA J. Lightwave Tehnology 18 (2000),2-12. 8
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